Public aid procedures for Polish contactors (?) have changed since Poland joined the European Union. Now Poland is to obey European regulations and decrees, the European Court of Justice (ECJ) and a court of fi rst instance. What is more, the European Union law is superior to domestic regulations in case it comes to contentions issues 8 .
Public aid is a legal issue as well as economic and public fi nances. Therefore, granting public aid is directly connected with the following problems: competition protection; using public aid effectively as an economic policy instrument; using public means to fi nance public aid effectively including European Union funds.
The application of the European Union public aid law in practice means to control granting a contractor, which brings to competition protection. The basis of granting public aid is domestic law regulations, which, within European law margin, determine the execution of economic aims using public aid most effectively.
The problem of granting allowance to a contractor was regulated by the tax law of August 29, 1997 9 . There are some types of using allowances by a tax body. The fi rst type concerns tax allowance that is not treated as a public aid. It is granted because of the importance of the taxpayer's interest or public interest.
The second type deals with granting tax allowance within "de minimis aid". The third type deals with granting allowances that are controlled by and included in European Union regulations.
The main aim of this article concerns domestic and EU regulations for public aid. What is characteristic of these regulations, especially at the European community level, is their dynamism. They often change, which is caused by public aid policy reforms. Therefore, some issues of this paper are focused on public aid institutions and problems that may occur while proceeding and monitoring the above-mentioned aid.
In a word, the study focuses on: A paradox in the European Union law is that it is not possible to fi nd a defi nition of public aid there. It may not have been included on purpose, to avoid a situation in which EU countries would evade the regulations. On the other hand, the existance of such a defi nition would enable the European Commission and the ECJ to interpret the term in too fl exible a way. That is why estabilishing the European Community defi nition banned granting public aid. According to this regulation any state help is against the common market as it may privilege some companies or some production sectors simultaneously ruining competition.
What may be concluded out of the aforesaid idea is that either public or state aid brings fi nancial benefi ts to a particular contractor. And nothing is wrong about this fact as long as the following conditions are not fulfi lled:
1. it comes directly from public fi nancial means (e.g. writing off an estate tax that makes commune budget income). State aid may be granted by administrative organ (at the national, regional and local level) and public or private organs that have been granted the right to manage and control public fi nancial means;
2. a contractor benefi ts because of a better price than a free market price (e.g. a contractor rents a real estate that is owned by a commune at a lower price than a market price);
3. is a selective kind, which means that makes some contractors or some goods production privileged (e.g. writing off a real estate tax in case of protected working place);
4. endangers competition and infl uences trade exchange among EU countries.
The European Union wants the idea of equal chances for all contractors to function in real world. Otherwise, some of them take advantages over their contracting parties. Still, the rule of disagreement does not mean "no public aid grant". European Community law characterizes some spheres, aims and types of help which can be granted after meeting certain requirements.
There are two exceptions to the aforesaid rule, namely: 1. authomatic aid, which means legally acceptable with common market rules: a) social aid for individual consumers on condition that it does not discriminate the origin of product; b) aid granted to eliminate damages caused by natural disasters or other unexpected situations.
In both cases the contractor cannot benefi t more than social and only social aid in the fi rst case and just reconstructing damages in the second one; 2. conditional aid, which requires estimation from the European Commission.
This case concerns conditional exemption of "no public aid grant" as a way to disturb competition and infl uencing trade exchange among European Union countries. In return one may get help classifi ed in the following categories: writing off interests on tax arrears;
writing off payment and interests on payments;
writing off fi nancial penalties;
giving to a contractor properties owned by the treasury or local government at more profi table conditions than market ones; making one pay tax arrears on the installment plan.
Regardless of the sort of public aid, gross or net, subsidy equivalent needs to be calculated in order to state the sum to be granted.
The gross subsidy equivalent is the amount of money that one may be granted as a subsidy without taking income tax into account in contrast to the net subsidy equivalent when income tax is taken into account. The ways to calculate gross and net subsidy equivalents are stated in the Cabinet decree dated on August 11, 2004 10 .
According to the regulation of the Commission nr 1998/2006 dated on December 15, 2006 concerning de minimis state aid 11 , an entity applying for such an aid is obliged to present an application form as well as all the documents proving de minimis fi nancial subsidy granted within three years 12 .
The entity of state aid is a contractor who, according to the bill dated on July 2, 2004 13 , is a private person or a legal person running a business. The aforesaid bill also defi nes the term "running a business", or in other words, economic activity: it is a paid commercial manufacturing, building or service activity and a mining industry and also a professional activity performed in an organized and permanent way.
According to the rules of competiton policy public fi nancial aid may be granted most of all to small and mean contractors. Apart from that a new defi nition for a microcontractor was introduced. And the term describes a contractor who within last two years:
1. hired not more than 10 workers and, 2. reached a net turnover not higher than 2 million euros.
A small contractor is the one who within last years:
1. hired not more than 50 workers and, 2. reached a net turnover not higher than 10 million euros. 
